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	Textfeld 5: Geographic variation in delivery of health care in a complete Norwegian three-year cohort of children 0-16 years
	Textfeld 6: Variations in delivery of health care to children has previously been reported (1, 2). In Norway primary and hospital health care to children are provided without economical restraints through a full coverage public health insurance program. Socioeconomic variation at a population level are relatively minor and resources to provide health-care is guaranteed through a public healthcare and hospital system. Primary health care to children are provided  by general practitioners and both elective and most emergency referrals to specialists or hospital care go through a primary care general practitioner.  There are virtually no  private inpatient or outpatient specialist service for children financed outside the public health care system, and therefore  all patient contacts are reported in the Norwegian Patient Register. 
	Textfeld 7: The aim and ambition for developing the Norwegian health atlas for children is to describe the use of specialist health care provided to children in Norway and the geographical variation  within specialist and hospital care to all Norwegian children 0-16 years from 2011-2013 for both inpatient-, outpatient- and day-care. Furthermore, we aim to describe variations  in handling of referrals for emergency care and  how elective outpatient care varies with respect to contact rates and control rates. Finally we aim to describe variations on the level of diagnostic groups and to include data from three separate Norwegian  quality registers covering treatments of neonates, pediatric diabetes and children with cerebral palsy. Within the scope of this abstract we will focus on the overall rates and variation for surgical and pediatric medical diagnosis. 
	Textfeld 8: We extracted all refundable somatic patient contacts for children 0-16 years from the Norwegian Patient Register, excluding all  infants only registered  in newborn nurseries and contacts related to pregnancy. The patients were then further divided into two main groups based on surgical or medical DRG grouping. In addition, some patient contacts were categorized as surgical based on the type of ICD-10 diagnosis. All S- diagnosis and T diagnosis (injuries) exept intoxications  and some M-diagnosis (orthopedic) as well as all N-diagnosis (gynecology) and H-diagnosis  from H00-H59 (ophtalmology), Z-diagnosis related to surgical activity and Q-diagnosis related to only surgical follow up were catrogorized as surgical contacts. All other DRG groups and diagnosis were categorized as medical contacts.   Rates were calculated per 1000 children 0-16 years in the 18 residential areas in Norway and  were adjusted for age. 
	Textfeld 9: During three years 2 571 564 patient contacts were registered in a cohort with in mean 1 056 661 children/year. Overall contact rate was 811/1000 with a  variation  between residential areas from 667 to 947 (42%). The variation in rate between areas  was higher for children hospitalized,  45,5 -79,5 (75%), than for outpatient care 576-832 (44%), whereas variations in hospitalizations with length of stay less than 24 hours (day care and short-stay observations) were in between the two other categories 27,5-43,2 (57%). Variation in number of days hospitalized/1000 children varied by 55% (195-303)The mean rate for surgical contacts was 254/1000 (194-309) and for medical contacts 557/1000 (463-668). For inpatient care variation in surgery is  75% (12/1000-21/1000) whereas for medical conditions it is 103% (30-61). The rate of hospital days/1000  for medical conditions varied by 63% (151-246) and for surgical conditions by 38% (45-62). Outpatient care in surgery varies by 94% (154/1000-299/100) and  41% (418-590) for medical conditions. 
	Textfeld 10: In a pediatric patient cohort within a full coverage public insurance healthcare care system and no competing private health-care providers we  observe up to two-fold variation in rates between residential areas.  68%  of all contacts are defined as medical and 32% surgical. The pattern of variation differs between surgical and medical conditions with the largest  variation in outpatient care for surgery and in inpatient care for medicine. The different pattern seen between surgical and medical inpatient rates may be related to  more supply-sensitive variation in pediatric medical care. The variation in outpatient care may be more complex and needs further analysis.  When data are analyzed at  the level of specific diagnostic groups the variation in inpatient care for medical conditions increase further for many diagnosis.Variation in Norway is in accordance with variation decscribed in the US in the eighties (1,2) and differences in time periods as well as organizing and financing of the health care system seems to exert only  a minor impact on the variation in rates between residential areas.
	Textfeld 20: 1. Connell AF et al: Am J Public Health 1981; 71: 606-6132. Perrin JM et al: Variations in rates of hospitalizations of children in three urban communities N Engl J Med 1989; 320: 1183-7


